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ABSTRACT… Needle Stick Injury (NSI) is a percutaneous piercing wound typically dealing with sharps. Needle stick injuries are the most common health care workers issue worldwide. The causes include various factors like type and design of needle, recapping activity, handling/transferring specimens, collision between HCWs or sharps, during clean-up, manipulating needles in patient line related work, passing/handling devices or failure to dispose of the needle in puncture proof containers. NSIs may transmit other bacterial, fungal, or viral infections, including blastomycosis, cryptococcosis, diphtheria, herpes, malaria, mycobacteriosis, spotted fever and syphilis. Objectives: To determine frequency of needle stick injury among health care workers. Study Design: Cross-sectional study. Setting: District Headquarter Hospital Layyah. Period: Jan to March 2019. Material & Methods: Sample size was 161. A structured pre-tested questionnaire containing both open and close-ended questions was administered during the period of Jan-March 2019. Results: Out of 161 participants, 114 (70.8%) reported having a needle stick injury at least once during their clinical practice and the frequency of NSIs was significantly higher among nurses (76.7%) as compared to Doctors (50%), Laboratory staff (45.5%) and waste handlers (70.8 %). Conclusion: Study concludes that in absence of the routine collection of accurate data on NSIs, small studies have been useful in highlighting which groups of HCWs are most at risk from NSIs.
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INTRODUCTION
Percutaneous wounds typically set by piercing of needle point in named as Needle Stick Injury (NSI). It may occur by piercing of other sharp objects during working in medical settings.1 NSI is universal issues among figures providing health care services.2 NSI causes arousing distress in HCWs along with health issues resulting absent of HCW from workplace and effects on efficiency of health care services and resources.3 After stress, NSIs are the top health and safety concern of nurses worldwide.4 Highest rate of NSIs are reported in nurses among healthcare workers due to their maximum exposure to the needles and other sharp instruments.5

NSI occur while working in medical setting and dealing with sharp objects commonly used during health care delivery i.e. IV cannulas, syringes, phlebotomy tools and vaccutainer needle etc. Causes of NSI include many factor i.e. needle design and type, recapping practice, specimen handling, specimen transferring, during waste collection and segregation, during passing, handling and disposing IV line.6 Due to lack of expertise, nursing students are at higher risk of NSI.7 Risk factor of NSI includes lack of biosafety knowledge, availability of proper resources and compliance assurance of infection control measures.8 As reported, worldwide about two million HCWs got NSI every year.9 Different infections which may transfer via NSI include hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV) and human immuno-deficiency virus (HIV).10,11 Other infection which may transfer via NSI includes bacterial, fungal, malarial, syphilis and
spotted fever. The rate of infection transmission per NSI is ranging 6-30 percent, 3 percent and 0.3 percent for HBV, HCV and HIV respectively. In developing countries, HBV is serious public health issue. According to estimate by World Health Organization, about 250 million natives are HBV infected worldwide.

Risk factor for sharp injuries is poor practices of standard safety measures which increases NSI risk double. Probably pressure of workload and constraint of time meant to be cause of NSI, as due to under reporting exact reason is ambiguous. The incidence of NSI is considerably higher than current estimates, due to gross under-reporting (often less than 50%) it is assumed that NSI incidence would be higher than existing estimates, owing to coarse under-reporting.

**METHODOLOGY**

District Headquarter Hospital Layyah is a Secondary Care Hospital having capacity of 344 beds. It was a cross sectional study and there were 161 participants included in this study. Selected HCWs opportually, comprising of 8 doctors, 129 registered nurses and dispensers, 11 laboratory staff and 13 waste handlers. For study a questionnaire (Structured, pre tested) having both question open and closed ended, used for period Jan-March 2019.

Data analysis software SPSS 23.0 was used for statistical analysis of research data. In descriptive analysis, categorical variables percentages were computed and comparison done by Chi square test. To assess the strength of associations, Odds ratios (ORs) were calculated and confidence intervals (CIs) was 95%, while p-value was <0.05, that was statistically significant.

**RESULT**

Out of 161 participants, NSIs were radically higher (76.7 %) in Nursing Staff than Doctors (50%), Laboratory staff (45.5%) and waste handlers (70.8 %) as shown in (Table-I). It is reported that 114 (70.8%) HCW participants experienced not less than once NSI during working in healthcare services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workers</th>
<th>Total No.</th>
<th>History of NSI No. %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses/Dispenser</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>99 (76.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory Staff</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5 (45.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Handler</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6 (46.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>114 (70.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table-I. Distribution of needle sticks injuries among health care.

The maximum no. of NSI reported during phlebotomy or passing IV line/injecting (62%) subsequently surgical procedures (21%) and recapping of syringes or disposing after use (17%).

The awareness about transmission risk of HBV, HCV and HIV by NSI was good among HCWs as doctors, nurses, lab staff and waste handlers (> 92%). 88% participants were aware of NSI preventive measures.

94% of participants reported that they practice use of yellow box while disposing sharps. In response of question about how to prevent NSIs in healthcare facility, 90% participants suggested to conduct biosafety training.

It is reported in our study that HCWs did not notify the infection control room/office about NSI within 24 hours as mostly participants responded they don’t think it is important. It was pleasant aspect of study that HCWs use of PPEs which include use of gloves and sharp container due to implementation of healthcare commission guidelines and active infection control committee.

The key reason identified of NSI among HCWs participants was inattention (60.9 %) followed by lack of protection measures (37.9 %) and work burdened (1.2 %).
DISCUSSION
This study assesses the prevalence as well as knowledge, attitude and practices of NSIs. Among this study, the prevalence of NSIs (70.8%) was considerably lower than a study conducted where it was (77%) of HCWs reported NSIs during their career in civil hospital Karachi.\textsuperscript{20} A study conducted in Dehli, India on needle stick injury shows alarming percentage (79.5%) healthcare workers have at least one NSI, which was similar to study results.\textsuperscript{21} At Alexinderia Hospital, a study was conducted in 2011, in which it is reported that 2/3\textsuperscript{rd} of healthcare workers (67.9%) in last one year, they had at least one NSI.\textsuperscript{22} But our results were different; we found minimum number of NSIs during last 12 months due to implementation of
Punjab health care commission guidelines. The study was conducted on NSIs among HCWs at two Malaysian teaching hospitals having lower prevalence 31.6% and 52.9% respectively. Contrary to our finding while 29.2% HCWs were not reported for injury because of lack of awareness and knowledge. Underreporting of NSI is a common problem in our healthcare facilities. A lot of injuries go unreported, they did not think it important or afraid to register as 60.5% nurses, 5% lab staff, 1.2% doctors and 3.1% waste handler suffered from NSI. A similar study was conducted that reports, 64.7 % doctors did practice of recapping the needle followed by waste handlers, nursing staff as 25.5% and 7.8% respectively.

Comparison with other study have shown that 15.2% and 11.3% of HCWs reported that they recapped a needle respectively. HCWs had been using PPEs like wearing gloves because they are trained and aware of biosafety, here no injury occurs by this. Use of Personal protective equipment i.e. gloves is meant to be an first line of defense against NSIs. A study reported by Sharma in 2010 about awareness of biosafety practices in HCWs was so high and only 1.2% HCWs experienced NSI.

Similar finding had been reported in a study, participants who had received three doses, two doses or one dose of HBV vaccine comprised 82.6%, 11.4% and 1% of the vaccinated individuals, respectively. 5% participants were not vaccinated. Antibodies for Hepatitis B after vaccination have not been checked.

In Karachi, the largest metropolis of Pakistan, the prevalence of hepatitis B between garbage scavengers was 18.8%. Therefore, measures should be put in place to ensure that all HCWs have access to affordable hepatitis B immunization and good coverage rates are achieved amongst all groups of workers. As no vaccine available for HCV and HIV infections and treatment for these health issue is also expensive. When the infection at chronic phase then sudden end of HCV is infrequent. Affected people have liver fibrosis because of chronic hepatitis C, after 10 to 40 years cirrhosis start in 15–25% of patients and they are at high risk of liver failure and hepatocellular carcinoma. It is essential that HCWs continue to be aware of the importance of developing good practice to avoid NSI. The possible way to stay protected from NSIs is to be aware about safe practices and use of PPEs.

CONCLUSION
In Pakistan, there is high frequency of NSIs in medical facilities, but data shows low frequency due to under reporting. Small data study like this study can be useful for highlighting the groups which are prone to high risk of NSI. It can also be useful in policy formulation of organizational biosafety measures.
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